
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR UNLEASHED 
 
2 Capsules – Take before Breakfast 
 
UNLEASHED is our proprietary Nootropic-blend of Herbs, Adaptogens, high potency 
Antioxidants and 2 essential B vitamins necessary for proper absorption and maximum efficacy.  
 
UNLEASHED invites you to experience mental clarity, alertness, memory and mental 
performance at the cellular level, while restoring feelings of happiness and calmness with daily 
use.  
 
Note: Nootropic is a natural substance that enhances memory or other cognitive functions.  
 
“I take 2 capsules of UNLEASHED right when I wake up. It gets me through my busy day and 
keeps me focused on the many tasks of my daily schedule. It feels like my mind is able to 
process and retain more information – it is invigorating. I can handle more without the 
accompanying stress.” – Calvenn Starre 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSPIRED 
 
2 Capsules 30 minutes before Lunch 
2 Capsules 30 minutes before Dinner 
 
INSPIRED is a powerful nutritional supplement formulated with 7 of the most powerful 
Antioxidant-packed Herbs, Adaptogens, Vitamins and Minerals to help with metabolic function, 
weight loss, energy production, appetite control and blood glucose regulation.  
 
For weight loss, we have a 7 Day Meal Plan to assist with the changes that you will experience 
with INSPIRED. Please visit the website www.living2b.net/inspired/ to download.  
 
If you do not need weight loss, then INSPIRED is also great for its Adaptogen and Antioxidant 
properties.  There is nothing like when your body starts working the way it was intended, and 
has what it needs to fight off the daily levels of stress that we all experience.  
 
Note: Adaptogen is a natural substance considered to help the body adapt to stress and to 
exert a normalizing effect upon bodily processes.   
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Inch by Inch, Pound by Pound—These Products Work! 
 
“Young and overweight, I knew I needed some help to get my body back in shape. When I was introduced to  
LIVING 2B, I was really looking to lose weight, but their Products did so much more. They filled up the nutritional 
gaps I had created over the years. I lost a lot of weight in just six weeks, but I was surprised by how much energy I 
had and how much better I felt. From suppressing my appetite and burning away stubborn fat to helping with my 
depressive and overall mood, I just can’t say enough about it all. And, the best part is it’s all natural.”  

~Alexis Bee 
 

 
 

Putting Me First – 20 Pounds Down So Far 
 
“As a wife, mother, grandma, oldest child, friend and greeter at a local rehab center, I’ve always put others I love 
first for many years, but now it’s time for me! Since starting LIVING 2B’s amazing INSPIRED and UNLEASHED 
products a month ago, I’ve shed a stubborn 20 pounds and my mood and energy levels are off the charts! I’m 
happier, more productive, and as an added bonus, I’m sleeping better! This is just the beginning of my journey to be 
a healthier me! All, I can say is I love this company and the supportive community it’s creating. I’m LIVING 2B my 
best self, and I never been this inspired to share my transformation with others.” 
 ~Janelle N. 


